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SB 2148 has been amended into one of  its original intents, a study of what is now Article 14 of our Constitution, which 

was the result of Measure 1 passed by the voters last election.  This body voted against a separate study resolution last 

February, however much has changed since that vote and your special committee on Ethics believes there are many 

reasons to study in the interim.  Implementation, process, conflicts of interest, transparency of funding sources, 

lobbyists and future legislative action are some of the points.  

The language before us today is a shall study following on the heels of the passage of the previous bill 

Our committee met approximately seven times to hear two bills and we asked numerous questions.  An incorporated 

group called North Dakotans for Public Integrity formed a Sponsor Committee that gathered signatures on a petition.  

North Dakota requires 25 qualified electors to serve on the Sponsor Committee…hence the name North Dakotans.   

Once those names are certified by the Secretary of State, the job of the Sponsor Committee is completed and a Measure 

Committee then forms.  This is where much of the confusion may have began, however in testimony we were told the 

language circulated was the third version of the language the committee desired.  The confusion really began before the 

citizens were asked to sign a petition.   

NDPI formed as a corporation in January of 2018.  The petitions were turned in on June 18th, and the Measure 

committee proceeded.  The election was November 6, 2018 and the measure was passed by the voters.   

In a rather unique move, the principles for NDPI registered themselves as LOBBYISTS, representing their own group 

AFTER the election, January of 2019.  It's curious why the only committee formed of the previous 17 in the last two 

elections now has lobbyists after the measure passed on election day.  

Our committee learned that NDPI hired an attorney in January 2019 to essentially explain to them what they had done.  

Much like pass it to see what's in it.   

Only one of the newly registered lobbyists (other than their attorney) showed up to testify, the others did not.   

Why the need for a study? 

Here is a sample of the questions asked and the answers given to our committee: 

1. Who wrote the measure - There was much input from about five attorneys 

2. What is the job of the ethics commission - I'll get back to you 

3. If we study this issue for two years, who are we going to ask what the words mean - You ask North Dakotans for 

Public Integrity, we will ask the creators of those words 

4. Who can we turn to for answers during the study - I will see who wants to represent us and back to the group 

5. Who trained you (about asking questions) - I don't recall the names 

6. How reliable is the data and how were the questions posed - I didn't bring any of that with, it was a company 

from out of state, they did a random sample, I can get that information 

7. Regarding the contracts signed to seek signatures, Can we get a copy - I would have to ask legal counsel if we 

can get them  

8. If you believe the Citizens United Supreme Court decision was good for transparency and disclosure, why did 

your group accept $114k from a group called End Citizens United - because they support Democracy  



This issue and the group are worthy of a study because there was so much left unanswered.  Why would a measure 

group continue after the election?  Why would measure sponsors register as lobbyists after the passage of the measure?  

Can we have a copy of the survey questions that were asked of the public?  Why were approximately 94% of the 

contributors and approximately 92% of the money from out of state?  

Are we to expect more in the coming election cycles trying to amend our Constitution with regards to Redistricting or 

Public Finance of campaigns with carve outs.  Maybe we will see something with the electoral college? 

NDPI justified in their campaign material the need for Measure 1 to address this Problem:  Outside groups, often backed 

by out-of-state special interests, are currently allowed to spend an unlimited amount of secret money to influence North 

Dakota elections, without ever having to tell votes where the money really came from 

Measure 1 solution requires full, prompt and online disclosure of all spending over $200 to influence our elections and 

government.  It also bans election spending by foreign entities.   

NDPI failed to disclose their sub-contributors fully and promptly….and NDPI accepted at least one foreign donation and 

was required to return it.  Over 200 entries for contributions have been deleted on the NDPI Measure Committee year-

end report….over 200!  The Year-End report was submitted incorrectly, the group was given a 10-day extension to 

correct with examples of how to correct by the Secretary of State's office.  They missed the deadline, failed to file it 

correctly again, incurred fines and were given specific examples of how to file the report.  On the third try, it was 

submitted properly and approved by the Secretary of State.   

NDPI has a registered lobbyist that was quoted in the Bismarck Tribune two weeks ago with regard to this process as 

saying, "It's something I care about, but I'm just a citizen at this point"  You can't have it both ways, you can't be the co-

chair of NDPI and be a registered lobbyist representing your own entity and then tell the media you're just a citizen.   

This study is needed so the citizens, the legislators and the lobbyists of North Dakota get the transparency and full 

disclosure they voted for.   

An interim study COULD include members of the newly formed Ethics Commission and certainly the lobbyists for NDPI 

will want to provide the answers we've been waiting for.  Our state deserves better than to be legislated by out of state, 

left wing special interest groups through our Constitution.  This is not an indictment of any sitting member of either 

party in this chamber but everyone is impacted.   

Mr Speaker, your committee recommends SB 2148 receive a Yes vote and we look forward to all interested parties 

participating in the interim study and we invite the media to dive deep into the questions being asked and the answered 

demanded.   

Mr Speaker,  

I'm disappointed that what seems to be the sticking point for some to support this bill comes down to due process.   

Leaving the option open for what amounts to a confidential informant to lob accusations against another without regard 

to context or content, no regard to disclosing the accuser's identity or even the timing of the accusation is not very 

North Dakotan.  

Applying the "under investigation" label to someone making them guilty until proven innocent should not be done 

Publicly and to me, lacks Integrity.   

In fact Mr Speaker, its ironic that not having due process protections that our US Constitution provides seems Unethical.   

I ask for an overwhelming Yes vote on this bill.   


